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Upcoming Events

Join us at the America Solar Energy Society’s 52nd ANNUAL
NATIONAL SOLAR CONFERENCE on August 8-11, 2023, in Boulder,
Colorado!
SOLAR 2023 is designed to serve and advance the solar energy industry by
bringing together national labs, installers, government officials, and enthusiasts
in the solar and renewable energy industries to explore solutions, new
technologies, policy initiatives, and other key factors.
 NYSES members, their families and friends will receive 25% off using the

discount code ‘PARTNER’!
 REGISTER AT:  ases.org/conference/registration

NYSES Is a Conference Partner
 

  Due to the flooding in Vermont and surrounding areas resulting torrential rains caused, in no small measure, by
changing Earth's climate, SOLARFEST’23 (Live music, workshops, local food, exhibits, camping, family fun, and more)
has been postponed.
Please check Solarfest.org for the new dates.
 
Location:   Directions
Main Stage @ Solar Fest   

144 Steinberg Rd   

Brandon, VT 05733  More Information: Here
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NATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL

 Selected Headlines

Alfred Nobel stipulated that his annual prizes be awarded to those who “have conferred the greatest benefit to
humankind”. Few scientific advances have had a greater impact on our lives than that made by the American
materials chemist John Goodenough, a chemistry Nobel laureate in 2019 for his role in inventing the
rechargeable lithium battery. Mr. Goodenough died one month short of his 101st birthday on June
25.  theguardian.com/  (Related below)

The focus of a previous culture war — the incandescent lightbulb — has met its official demise by
the end of July. The incandescent lightbulbs were illuminating American homes and businesses
since Thomas Edison first unveiled them in 1879  politico.com/

General Motors, BMW, Honda, Hyundai, Kia, Mercedes-Benz, and Stellantis have announced a
joint venture to install more than 30,000 electric vehicle charge points across North
America. environmentalleader.com/

During a campaign speech in Michigan, former president Trump contended that electric car manufacturing will
destroy jobs in the auto industry.  eenews.net/

The fingerprints of climate change are all over the intense heat waves gripping the globe this month. The deadly
hot spells in the American Southwest and Southern Europe could not have happened without the continuing
buildup of warming gases in the air according to a recent report.  apnews.com/  == upi.com/

The G20 bloc of wealthy economies meeting in India failed to reach a consensus on phasing down fossil fuels
after objections by some producer nations.  theguardian.com/

Following months of discord over the issue, banks working to develop global standards on accounting for carbon
emissions in bond or stock sale underwriting have voted to exclude most of these emissions from their own
carbon footprint, reuters.com/

The United States will not pay reparations to developing countries hit by climate-fueled disasters, John Kerry, the
U.S. special envoy on climate change, said at a congressional hearing on June 13.  reuters.com/

Deforestation in Brazil's Amazon fell 34% in the first half of 2023, preliminary government data showed, hitting its
lowest level in four years as tougher environmental policies are instituted under recently elected President Luiz
Inacio Lula da Silva. Lula promised to end deforestation by 2030, after surging under his predecessor, reuters.com/

A new suit alleges the EPA failed to consider impacts on endangered species, as is required by law, when it set
new rules that will expand biofuel use nationwide during the next three years, While the fuels are designed to
decarbonize the transportation sector, their production eliminates wetlands and prairie land that act as carbon
sinks, noted a spokesperson for Center for Biological Diversity. theguardian.com/
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  CLIMATE EMERGENCY / ENVIRONMENT
    A global financial securities watchdog formally backed new international company
climate disclosures to help speed up international adoption and crack down on
greenwashing. "Investors are demanding better information about sustainability risks and
opportunities," said the chair of the International Organization of Securities Commissions

(IOSCO). reuters.com/ 

   The White House cautiously endorsed the idea of studying how to block sunlight from hitting the Earth’s surface as
a way to limit global warming.  eenews.net/  Related - Opinion below

    It is all about politics: Republicans who lead the House Financial Services Committee plan to spend the next few
weeks holding hearings and voting on bills designed to send a clear signal: Corporations, in particular big investment
managers, should think twice about integrating climate and social goals into their business plans. Committee
conservatives will target the process in which advocates pressure public companies to adopt environmental, social and
governance (ESG) goals using the shareholder voting process.
   House GOP leaders are under pressure to score points in the right’s escalating war on what many Republicans call
“woke” capitalism — even though a number of senior GOP lawmakers would rather tell government regulators, instead
of executives, what to do.  politico.com/

    After enduring severe flooding on July 9 and 10, Vermont, New Hampshire and the broader Northeast were hit
by another round of torrential rain three days later. It was the same storm system
that unleashed tornadoes in the Chicago area in the evening of the twelfth. The flooding and
tornadoes were caused by low pressure and a cold front, not unusual in the summertime, and
"powder keg" atmospheric conditions.  washingtonpost.com/  ==  newhampshirebulletin.com/
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At least four climate records broken so far this summer

    *  June 2023 was the hottest June globally on record, with abnormally high temperatures recorded on both land and
sea, the European Union's Copernicus Climate Change Service reported.  reuters.com/

   *  July 4, 2023, marked the Earth's hottest day ever recorded, according to the University of Maine’s Climate Change
Institute. The previous single-day record was set on July 3.  thehill.com/

  *  The average global ocean temperature has smashed records for May, June and July. It is approaching the
highest sea surface temperature ever recorded, which was in 2016.  bbc.com/

  *  Sea ice surrounding the Antarctic continent is at record low. Antarctic ice extent as of mid-July is more than
2.6 million square kilometers (1.00 million square miles) below the 1981 to 2010 average, an area nearly as large as
Argentina or the combined areas of Texas, California, New Mexico, Arizona, Nevada, Utah, and Colorado.  nsidc.org/ 

    July 13: Nearly 90 million Americans are exposed to heat alerts.  Cities including Las Vegas, Nevada, and 
Phoenix, Arizona, respectively are at the breach of record temperature and the streak of consecutive days of
temperatures over 110F.  In parts of Florida, a marine heatwave has pushed up water temperatures off the coast to
levels normally found in hot tubs.
   Stifling heat is blanketing parts of Texas, which for weeks earlier this summer sweltered under a heat dome. 

    All of this (and more like events) notwithstanding, Fox News reported. that Sen. Ted
Cruz (R-TX) is rallying his GOP colleagues on the Senate Appropriation Committee to
reject proposed 2024 Administration budget spending provisions focused on climate
resilience and environmental justice efforts of scientific agencies.
    The Clean Budget Coalition – a group of non-profits – identified at least 17  “climate
poison pills” in the drafts of the appropriation bill. It included such provisions as stopping

the federal government from purchasing electric vehicles and building EV charging stations, blocking funding
assistance to developing countries to meet their climate goals under the Paris Agreement; and prohibiting funding for a
Department of Energy to direct certain federal investments to flow to disadvantaged communities.  theguardian.com/ 

 July 13: Southern Europe sweltered under a fierce heatwave, with a warning that temperatures could hit record highs
for the continent next week, raising fears about the impact on human health, crops and animals.  euractiv.com/

 July 16: Italy issues Red Alert for 16 cities as temperatures reach
record highs.  euronews.com/

 July 24: Rhodes wildfires are 'like a biblical catastrophe'.  bbc.com/news/

 Residents and tourists have fled wildfires in two more favorite Greek
destinations, Corfu and Evia, even as the blazes have gripped the island
of Rhodes for seven days.  nytimes.com/

 July 30:  Phoenix sizzled through its 31st consecutive day of at least
110 degrees Fahrenheit (43.3 Celsius) as other parts of the country
grappled with record temperatures,  apnews.com/
   July 2023 is set to be Earth’s warmest month on record. Hotter ones appear to be in store.  nytimes.com/ 

==  thehill.com/
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CARBON-FREE ENERGY
   Energy companies are investing hundreds of billions of dollars in wind farms, solar
arrays and batteries, spurred on by federal tax breaks and falling costs. But these projects face a
severe bottleneck. More than 10,000 --mostly renewable - energy projects were seeking
permission to connect to electric grids at the end of 2022 - almost double the number from two

years earlier.  It now takes five years for the typical power plant to get approval, twice what it did a decade ago, and
developers say the process has become dysfunctional.
   One major issue, for instance, is that in many parts of the country, existing grids are running out of spare capacity,
which means that developers often have to pay for costly upgrades before they can connect new wind and solar
projects. In the Mid-Atlantic and Midwest, these costs have roughly doubled since 2019. Funding these upgrades can
be chaotic, and developers often drop out of the queue when confronted with prohibitive price tags, creating more
delays. .nytimes.com/  

   Chiltern Railways in the UK began using hydrotreated vegetable oil (HVO) to
power some of its fleet. HVO is made mostly of used cooking oils and can reduce
greenhouse gas emissions by up to 90%, compared to diesel.  bbc.com/

  There are not enough buyers: There is a growing mismatch between EV supply
and demand, a sign that even though consumers are showing more interest in EVs,

they are still wary about purchasing one because of price or charging concerns. There is a 92-day supply — roughly
three months' worth of EVs, and nearly twice the industry average. axios.com/

   About four-in-ten Americans (38%) say they’re very or somewhat likely to seriously consider an electric
vehicle (EV) for their next vehicle purchase, according to a recent Pew Research Center survey.  pewresearch.org/

    Starting August 1, China will limit exports of two rare metals, germanium (Ge) and gallium (Ga), necessary for
the production of semiconductors and electric vehicles.
China leads the world in extracting both metals. With 2500
tons in Utah, the U.S. production of germanium is about
3% of that of China.
     Gallium is not produced in the U.S., however, there are
gallium deposits in  Texas and much smaller near the
junction of Arizona, Nevada and Utah.
    The curb could have a far-reaching impact.   thehill.com/ 

==  usgs.gov/  ==  bloomberg.com/

    Goldman Sachs estimates the West may need more
than $25 billion in investments to match China's supply of
rare earths. reuters.com/
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 Solar

    First Solar, the nation’s largest solar panel manufacturer, will invest up to $1.1 billion to
build its 5th U.S. manufacturing plant. The location is yet to be determined. The company has
invested $2.8 billion over the past year to ramp its production to 10.5 GW. However,
the expansion still could not meet the rising demand for its solar panels.cnbc.com/

 To Top

Wind
 
    Siemens Energy shocked the wind sector in late June when it warned of faulty
components and possible design faults in its onshore wind turbines. The disclosure of
quality issues in its newer wind turbine models has exposed broader challenges in a sector

suffering from rushed development, soaring materials costs and a flawed market design.  The company's management
board has set up a task force to establish the scope of the deepening problems. (1) reuters.com/ == (2) reuters.com/

   The Swedish state energy company Vattenfall announced the suspension of one of the world's largest wind
developments, the 1.4GW project off the coast of Norfolk. The decision was made because of a 40% increase in costs
and the rising cost of capital. The suspension of the project which has been a major component of the UK’s renewable
energy plans,  could be a major blow to the viability of UK offshore wind.  reneweconomy.com.au/

To Top

Green Hydrogen (H2)

    In the past two years, the U.S. has gone all in on developing clean hydrogen
production capacity and utilization. However, a successful hydrogen strategy will also require

the U.S. and all stakeholders to overcome substantial environmental, technical and political challenges. 
   Practical factors that can impede operations and sales include the lack of sufficient fresh water supplies needed to
produce green hydrogen and insufficient or inadequate connective infrastructure needed to store and transport
hydrogen to users.   
   Additionally, the program is facing potential political headwinds from the anti-environmental, social and governance
(ESG) movement in the U.S. that could target the hydrogen strategy and escalate to gale force at anytime.
   The 2021 Bipartisan Infrastructure Law (BIL) and 2020 Inflation Reduction Act (IRA) provide substantial funding and
subsidies to promote the production and utilization of green hydrogen.
   The DOE in the U.S. National Clean Hydrogen Strategy and Roadmap, issued in June 2023, acknowledges that
apart from cost, there are a number of challenges to market adoption of the use of hydrogen. They include,

lack of ubiquitous hydrogen distribution infrastructure, 
lack of manufacturing at scale,
cost, durability, reliability, and
availability challenges in the supply base across the entire value chain.
natlawreview.com/
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 Energy Storage  
        Batteries can unlock the full value of your solar panels - put you in
control of the energy from the sky -  but they are also a big investment.
   While batteries' principal purpose is to store energy, they do serve multiple

functions, including,

Emergency preparedness - "Batteries are an insurance policy," Wyldon Fishman, founder and
president of the New York Solar Energy Society was quoted in the CNET magazine -whether, for
example, for charging cellphones or powering medical equipment.
Electricity rate arbitrage and load balancing - battery storage can help the utility reduce peak
energy demands. and it can save owners money if the local utility uses time-of-day electricity
pricing.

   Without battery storage, even with installed solar panels users are still largely dependent on the
grid. "Don't buy so many modules, get a nice, fat battery," Fishman said. 

   CNET's top six solar batteries as of July 2023:
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FOSSIL & OTHER FUELS
 
  
    Aviation is not yet on the right track to reach net zero by 2050, warns the International Energy Agency (IEA).
Carbon emissions from aviation were already back to 80% of pre-pandemic levels last year and are on track to exceed
the 2019 levels by around 2025. 
   Aviation emissions need to get below 950 million tons, down 8% from 2019 by 2030 to be on track to hit net zero by
2050.  In addition, further fuel efficiency improvements of at least 2% will beneeded by 2030 through airframe and
engine design, alongside rapid innovations in sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) and industry operations. The IEA also
cites the need for new measures to curb demand for air travel — policies that the airline industry would vociferously
oppose.  energyintel.com/

   California, the seventh-biggest U.S. crude oil producer, has put a near halt on issuing permits for new drilling this
year, according to state data. reuters.com/

   The Interior Department announced that more than $650 million available to 27 states will go toward the
plugging of so-called orphan wells - wells abandoned for extraction by the oil and gas industry. Orphan wells are
associated with major safety and health hazards, many of them associated with methane leaks.  thehill.com/

   A peer-reviewed study concluded that takes as little as 0.2% of gas to leak to make natural gas as big a driver
of climate change as coal. That is a tiny margin of error for a gas that is notorious for leaking from drill sites, processing
plants and the pipes that transport it into power stations or homes and kitchens. Natural gas is made up mostly of
methane, which is a far more potent planet-warming gas, in the short term, than carbon dioxide when it escapes
unburned into the atmosphere. Burning of natural gas, in place of coal, to generate electricity and other
purposes reduces carbon monoxide emissions by about 50%. The study is published in the Journal Environmental
Research Letters.  nytimes.com/

    The country’s largest utilities may choose to shutter their fossil fuel plants rather than take advantage of the
generous tax credits offered for installing carbon capture. Utilities generally do not like to be exposed to the risks
associated with developing technologies. Additionally, they may find it to make more economic sense for them to retire
their fossil fuel plants. While there shutting down fossil-fueled power plants will reduce GHG emissions, too many
closures may negatively affect the stability of the grid.  politico.com/

   The UN says carbon dioxide emissions must fall by 11% a year to keep warming less than 1.5°C above pre-
industrial levels.  The International Energy Agency (IEA), an official forecaster, argues against opening new mines
and expanding existing ones. Climate wonks think that 80% of reserves must remain unburnt. 
   Even with a speedy Western exit from coal, Boston Consulting Group estimates thermal coal demand will fall by just
10-18% between now and 2030. Much of the demand will be met by domestic production in China and India, the
world’s biggest consumers.   
   Modeling for The Economist by Oliver Wyman, a consultancy, suggests high prices, together with the longer journeys
made by rerouted exports, buoyed the working-capital needs of coal traders in 2022 to $20bn, four times the historical
average.
   And financiers continue to finance the dirtiest fuel.
   Commodity merchants retain access to generous sources of liquidity to finance coal purchases by employing diverse
tools, including bank loans, bonds, and short-term revolving credit facilities. Last resort financial sources, wealthy
private individuals; readily provide financing through private vehicles at interest rates close to 25%.
   Financing more coal extraction worldwide and new mine projects, primarily in Asia, continue to be supported by a
multitude of financial actors. 
   In short, financiers continue to protect their bottom lines even if it is at a cost to the planet.  economist.com/

To Top
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   Canadian wildfires triggered a shutdown on a power line importing hydroelectricity to New England’s grid,
forcing the regional grid operator to lean on last-minute generators to address the capacity shortfall. (Concord Monitor via

Northeast Energy News)

   
New York 
   More than two-thirds of the country has state requirements for decommissioning end-stage renewable
energy projects, according to a new report  “State Requirements For Decommissioning End-Stage Renewable
Energy Projects,” 
   Involved parties must comply with an ever increasing number of state laws and regulations. and thus,
in their decision-making process they must consider:

Existing regulatory requirements,
Permits, approvals, or exemption,
Regulatory risks and planning for them,
Regulatory and practical difficulties that might arise in the absence of clear regulatory or industry guidance.

   Permit applications for all major new renewable energy facilities in New York State must include a Final
Decommissioning and Site Restoration Plan in their compliance filings. The decommissioning plan must, among
others, address,

safety and the removal of hazardous conditions,
environmental impacts,
aesthetics,
salvage and recycling,
potential future uses for the site, and
the useful life of the facility.
lewisroca.com/  via solarpowerworldonline.com/

   Storm-related issues caused fires in two lithium-ion battery energy storage sites (BESS) in Warwick, N.Y.,
according to officials. (silive.com/ via Northeast Energy News)

 
   On June 28, Con Edison connected NYC’s largest Battery Energy Storage System on Staten Island. The lithium-ion
facility can hold a charge of 7.5 megawatts and can discharge that electricity to customers for approximately four hours.
  silive.com/ via Northeast Energy News 

   The Village of Croton-on-Hudson is now the top-ranking Clean Energy Community in New York State, leading
503 designated communities statewide on the NYSERDA Clean Energy Communities (CEC) Scorecard. 
 riverjournalonline.com/

   The New York Power Authority (NYPA), in partnership with Pathways in Technology Early College High
School (P-TECH), launched its third annual internship program designed to increase the number of students from
disadvantaged communities pursuing studies and careers in science, technology, engineering and math (STEM). 
 Students will be developing skills in areas as varied energy audits and energy savings,  floating solar, boat (re)-
building, and assessing the climate change impact on infrastructure, among others.  nypa.gov/

To Top

 Maine
   The governor reached a compromise with labor unions that addresses the concerns which threatened offshore
wind development in the state. In July, the governor vetoed a bill that could have potentially excluded,  non-union
construction workers, i.e., 90%+ of all construction workers. The measure which is expected to be approved by the
state legislature would

Require that all work happen at collectively bargained rates.
Ban the use of independent contractors and temporary staffing agencies.
Prioritize jobs for residents of Maine and the region.
washingtonpost.com/

Massachusetts    
   Cambridge is the first city in the country to make existing non-residential buildings cut their greenhouse gas
emissions to achieve net zero by 2035.  utilitydive.com/

   
New Hampshire     
  A few years back, Q Hydrogen decided to build its first clean hydrogen plant in Groveton, a village in Coos
County,
New Hampshire. Construction started in 2020, but it was delayed by the pandemic. Now we have news that the
project is approaching completion, and it is expected to be operating this summer.
   The New Hampshire plant will start by producing 10,000 kg of hydrogen per day. That output is expected to grow to 
100,000 kg per day.  greenenergytimes.org/ -- (June 15)

New Jersey    
   New Jersey Board of Public Utilities. rejected proposed solar electric generation projects t and it postponed
action on a much-touted plan to begin electrifying buildings, the second-biggest source of greenhouse gas emissions in
New Jersey.  A solicitation this past spring attracted much interest, with developers seeking approval to build more than
300 megawatts, the goal set by the BPU. But all the projects exceeded confidential price caps set by the agency,
leading the commissioners to reject them all.  njspotlightnews.org/

 Rhode Island
    Rhode Island’s leading utility, Rhode Island Energy, opted not to move forward with a project called
Revolution Wind 2 because, according to its press release, the project would not satisfy a provision of the Affordable
Clean Energy Security (ACES) law requiring the project “to reduce energy costs.”  commonwealthmagazine.org/

Vermont
   A 19th-century sawmill in Stowe is being restored and converted to
generate hydroelectricity and solar power. (WCAX via Northeast Energy News)  

To Top

DATA
From Energy Information Agency (EIA):

Last year, U.S. West Coast distillate consumption, as measured by product supplied, was at its lowest since 2002
and is on track to fall further this year.
Primary energy consumption in the United States was 100.4

quadrillion (100.4*1015 )British thermal units (quads) in 2022, a 3%
increase from 2021. About 21% of U.S. energy consumption in
2022 came from nonfossil fuel sources such as renewables and
nuclear—a tie with 2020 as the highest share since the early
1900s. Fossil fuels—petroleum, natural gas, and coal—accounted
for 79% of total U.S. energy consumption in 2022.
The average monthly spot natural gas price at the U.S. benchmark
Henry Hub dipped by 34%, or by $1.12 per million British thermal units (MMBtu), to $2.18 per MMBtu between
January and June. Adjusted for inflation, this year has seen the lowest average monthly Henry Hub price since
June 2020, the administration said, noting that prices started slumping in February after averaging $3.30 per
MMBtu in January.
Crude oil prices are projected to increase in the second half of 2023 and into 2024  because of moderate but
persistent inventory drawdowns.  The EIA forecasts Brent crude oil price will increase to the mid-$80 per barrel
range by the end of 2024, up from the June 2023 average of $75 per barrel.
Small-scale battery storage reached 1,094 megawatts (MW) in 2021, almost
double the total in 2020 (630 MW) and more than 10 times the total in 2017
(101 MW). In comparison, large-scale (or utility-scale) battery storage
capacity totaled 4,712 MW in 2021. Small-scale battery storage refers to
storage facilities that have less than 1 MW of generating capacity.

 EIA Projections:   

Combined wind and solar generating capacity in Texas's power market will
double by 2035, fueling a growing renewable share of total generation. However, without upgrades to the state's
transmission system, wind and solar generation will increasingly be
curtailed,
Crude oil prices are projected to increase in the second half of 2023 and
into 2024  because of moderate but persistent inventory drawdowns.  The
EIA forecasts Brent crude oil price will increase to the mid-$80 per barrel
range by the end of 2024, up from the June 2023 average of $75 per
barrel.

 

   The level of carbon dioxide, the most important long-lived greenhouse gas, as measured at Mauna Loa, a
mountain peak in Hawaii, reached 424 parts per million in May, the highest it has been for over 3m
years. economist.com/
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Energy: Research/Development 
SOLAR
   Prior research has shown that only a narrow part of the sunlight frequency band can be converted into
electricity in silicon solar cells—this limits their theoretical efficiency to 29.4%.  Adding a layer of perovskite, led to
an improvement in the conversion efficiency. Two teams of solar-power engineers, one at the Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin
für Materialien und Energie GmbH, the other at the École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, have found two ways
to further improve the efficiency of solar cells by getting silicon and perovskite to work together better. The German
team, injected liquid piperazinium iodide into the perovskite layer, achieving 32.5% conversion efficiency in their tests.
The Swiss team attained a 31.2% efficiency by coating silicon with chemicals that then formed the perovskite layer.
Since both procedures involved solar scale much smaller than those used commercially, scaling them up will
be required for traditional solar cell applications. techxplore.com/ == (1) science.org/ == (2) science.org/

WIND
    Great Lakes Wind Energy Challenges and Opportunities Assessment is the title of a recently released report by the

National Renewable Energy  Laboratory (NREL). The report indicates that the
adoption of offshore wind energy could enable states in the Great Lakes region
to achieve their clean-energy goals, boost their economies, and provide a
cleaner environment. Wind energy on the lakes must overcome several
obstacles,  including,

1. St. Lawrence Seaway and Welland Canal are too narrow to accommodate
ocean vessels that are used to install offshore wind turbines.

2. Freshwater ice, which is stronger than sea ice and more prevalent in the Great
Lakes than in Atlantic offshore wind energy sites. 

3. Installation of the turbines far enough from the shore to mitigate environmental
impact,

4. Competition with nearby, utility-scale land-based wind and solar energy that is currently less expensive. nrel.gov/

GREEN HYDROGEN
   A  photoelectrochemical cell absorbs light, converts it into electricity and then uses the electricity to power a
chemical reaction all in the same device to produce green hydrogen. 
   Engineers at Rice University in Texas overcame the low efficiency and high cost stumbling blocks associated the
device. They built an integrated photoreactor using an anticorrosion barrier that insulates the semiconductor from water
without impeding the transfer of electrons. Their two barrier design, one to block the water and one to make good
electrical contact between the perovskite layers and the protective layer the device achieved a 20.8% solar-to-
hydrogen conversion efficiency, according to a study published in Nature Communications  Additionally, they were able
to stay away from the prohibitively expensive semi-conductors previously used in the process, opening the pathway to
commercial applications.  sciencedaily.com/ == nature.com/

To Top

NUCLEAR FISSION
    A research team at the University of Houston has come up with a solution for nuclear waste management:
molecular crystals based on cyclotetrabenzil hydrazones. These crystals are capable of capturing iodine -- one of the
most common radioactive fission products -- in aqueous and organic solutions, and on the interface between the
two.  iodine capture on interfaces could prevent the iodine from reaching and damaging the specialized paint coatings
used in nuclear reactors and waste containment vessels.  sciencedaily.com/

 

CARBON MARKET 
    In a recently published white paper, JPMorgan outlined its approach to improving and strengthening
voluntary carbon markets to promote scalable decarbonization efforts. The focus of the analysis is on voluntary
carbon markets.
   Under the analysis, carbon markets provide benefits to the global effort to reduce carbon emissions beyond those
offered by regulatory programs for three major reasons:

1. They allow companies in industries that face challenges in reducing their carbon emissions to offset their
greenhouse gas emissions by purchasing carbon credits,  thereby “enabling greater deployment of climate
solutions elsewhere in the economy.”

2. They incentivize investment in the carbon market and thus “facilitate more rapid deployment of proven solutions,
which can drive down net emissions more quickly.”

3. Investing in projects via carbon credits can promote other environmentally friendly actions, including reforestation
efforts, or a slowing of deforestation, which increases biodiversity, reduces other forms of pollution, and promotes
stronger environmental resilience.

    JPMorgan also advises companies to devise business strategies and invest in technologies that directly reduce their
carbon emissions. While these actions may impose significant short-term capital expenses, they will likely increase
business efficiency and reduce long-term costs. 
   The bank also cautions that voluntary markets are “not a substitute for robust public policies designed to address
climate change.”  natlawreview.com/
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   Worldwide, more than half of the 20 countries considered most
vulnerable to climate change are experiencing armed conflicts, according to a
report by the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC). Chad, a
landlocked nation of 17 million, is ranked the third-most vulnerable.
   Throughout the Sahel, the region that stretches across Africa below the
Sahara Desert, climate change is raising temperatures, increasing droughts and
making rainfall less predictable, Climate change is reducing the economic
prospects of young men in this part of Africa and making them more susceptible

to recruitment by violent extremists. This dynamic reflects a broader finding by the United Nations that the opportunity
for jobs, rather than religious ideology, is the main reason that people join extremist groups across Africa.
   Scientists predict that as the world warms, the Sahel will be a hot spot, with temperatures here estimated to rise 1.5
times faster than the global average. It is likely that by the middle of this century, more than 40 days a year will exceed
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times faster than the global average. It is likely that by the middle of this century, more than 40 days a year will exceed
95F, according to the U.N. Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Water shortages will increase and crop
productivity will decline.  washingtonpost.com/
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 OPINION
    

     When looking is dangerous: How solar radiation management research can harm.  By
Aaron Tang, PhD Scholar in climate governance at the Fenner School of Environment & Society at

the Australian National University, and a research affiliate at the Centre for the Study of Existential Risk

at the University of Cambridge. 

   Solar radiation management involves deliberately reflecting sunlight back into space to
cool the Earth. It’s intended to avoid the worst impacts of global warming and buy time for

implementing renewable energies and removing greenhouse gases from the atmosphere.
Research into solar radiation management can lead to effective decision-making, But it also can harm.
   A 2023 open letter in favor of research emphasized transparency and independence, but not the risks of
misrepresentation or normalization.
   That research is already underway—sometimes field testing without sufficient oversight.
   Idealized climate models, in particular, can erroneously misrepresent stratospheric aerosol injection as technology
that can be centrally “designed” and easily deployed.
   Yet the design of stratospheric aerosol injection is often Panglossian. The models investigate the impacts of injection
if implemented in a consistent manner over decades, sometimes flawlessly coordinated. In these highly optimistic
outlooks lie assumptions that there would be perfect international coordination on how much, how quickly, and where to
inject what substance and that these decisions would be consistent over many decades. thebulletin.org/
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ICYMI / FYI
   
Heat Pumps   

   According to the U, S, Energy Information Agency, (5) in 2021 70.2 quadrillions   BTU*,
67.2% of the total energy, was produced from fossil sources (natural gas, crude oil, and

coal), primary contributors of GHG in the atmosphere. Energy sources not
contributing to or having reduced impact on the GHG emissions (nuclear,
natural plant liquid, geothermal, solar, wind hydro) were the source of
27.5 quadrillions BTU, 32.8%.

 A University of Michigan Fact Sheet reported that in 2021 (6)

the residential sector used 3.79 trillion kWh of electricity, 96% of U.S. total electricity sales.
the U.S. residential sector consumed 20.9 quadrillion Btu of primary energy, 22% of U.S. primary energy
consumption.
miscellaneous loads consumed more electricity than any other residential end use (lighting, HVAC, water heating,
and refrigeration), accounting for 37% of primary energy and 50% of electricity consumption.
core residential functions (HVAC, lighting) consumed 63% of total household energy and 50% of electricity. 
Wasteful energy uses include heating and cooling of unoccupied homes and rooms, inefficient appliances,
thermostat oversetting, and standby power loss. Together, these uses account for at least 43% of the total energy
use in the residential sector.

   There are essentially two approaches to cutting GHG emissions. One is reducing demand for energy, the other is
supplying energy from cleaner sources.  (2)
   Among the former, for example, building energy management systems display energy use via in-home monitors or
mobile applications and enable remote control of devices. Home energy management systems can reduce a house’s
energy use by an estimated 4-7%.
   Among the latter, renewable sources - solar, wind, hydro generated power - have been at the forefront of the fight to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions and to stop and, in fact, reverse planet warming and climate change. 
   Replacing the standard air-conditioning and heating systems with heat pumps, particularly those powered by
renewable clean energy, may be some of the most effective tools to further the goal. (1) Heat pumps are essentially air
conditioners that work both to heat and cool homes rather than just cool them, it’s relatively simple to install them in
place of existing one-way AC systems. (And because increasingly harsh heat waves are driving demand for air
conditioning in places that haven’t needed it before — and making cooling not just a comfort but a public-health
necessity in hotter climates.
   While companies that make furnaces may oppose regulations that restrict their future market, many of the world’s
leading HVAC equipment manufacturers make both AC systems and heat pumps,
   Heat pumps, which move heat from the environment to inside buildings, are significantly more efficient than other
kinds of electric heating—plus, they double as air conditioners during the warmer months by moving hot air outside.
Because soil temperatures stay relatively constant year-round, "ground source" or "geothermal" heat pumps that draw
their heat from underground can be especially efficient ways to heat and cool homes.
   Properly selecting the right heat pump to both heat and cool homes in colder climates may be tricky. Heating loads
are typically larger than cooling loads in those circumstances. That means homeowners who want to replace
their AC with a heat pump might have to choose between a system that’s oversized for their cooling needs to cover
their heating needs, which will drive up costs, or pick a smaller, cooling-load-optimized heat pump and rely on
alternative heating sources for the coldest parts of the winter — what’s called a “hybrid heating” approach.   
  There are three main types of heat pumps connected by ducts: air-to-air, water source, and geothermal. (4) They
collect heat from the air, water, or ground outside your home and concentrate it for use inside. 
   * The most common type of heat pump is the air-source heat pump, which transfers heat between the house and the
outside air. 
   * For homes without ducts, air-source heat pumps are also available in a ductless version called a mini-split heat
pump. 
   * Geothermal (ground-source or water-source) heat pumps achieve higher efficiencies by transferring heat between
your house and the ground or a nearby water source. Although they cost more to install, geothermal heat pumps have
low operating costs because they take advantage of relatively constant ground or water temperatures. (3)
   * Absorption heat pumps. aka gas-fired heat pumps, use heat or thermal energy as their energy source, and can be
driven with a wide variety of heat sources such as combustion of natural gas, steam solar-heated water, air or
geothermal-heated water, and therefore are different from compression heat pumps that are driven by mechanical
energy. 
   

70.2 quadrillion   BTUs = 20.6 quadrillion watthours

1 quadrillion = 1,000,000,000,000,000 or 1015

Sources:

1. canarymedia.com/articles/heat-pumps/

2. cleanenergywire.org/news/

3. climate.mit.edu/explainers

4. energy.gov/energysaver/heat-pump-systems

5. eia.gov/energyexplained/us-energy-facts/

6. umich.edu/publications/
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Lithium-Ion Batteries (A Short History)
   The potential benefits of electric cars as quieter and less polluting than those using the petrol-fired internal
combustion engine had been recognized since their inception. But the lead-acid batteries used as starter batteries and

the power source for vehicle electronics were utterly unequal to the task of
supplying the motive power: they were too heavy and offered too little power.
   The key was to find the right materials for the battery electrodes. Lithium
metal looked attractive because it is lightweight and capable of delivering high
voltages. The idea was that lithium at the positive electrode would provide
electrically charged ions that travel to the negative electrode, where they could
be trapped between the layers of atoms in materials called intercalators.
   The British chemist Stanley Whittingham working at the Exxon laboratories in
New Jersey found a suitable intercalator called titanium disulfide in 1976. Four
years later, John Goodenough in Oxford identified the intercalator material – a
form of cobalt oxide – that became the industry standard, offering a higher
voltage and greater power density.
   Early lithium batteries tended to to catch fire because of the high chemical
reactivity of pure lithium. The Japanese researcher Akira Yoshino, of the Asahi

Kasei Corporation in Tokyo, replaced lithium electrodes with graphite-like carbon made from petroleum coke, which
also intercalates lithium so that the ions merely shuttle back and forth between the two sets of layers, making them
easily rechargeable. Mr. Yoshino patented his invention in 1985. The lithium-ion battery was commercialized in 1991 by
the Sony Corporation and now commands an estimated $92bn market. Without it, there could have been none of
today’s handheld electronics – laptops, smartphones, and tablets. Elon Musk’s Tesla electric cars depend on them.
   Messrs. Goodenough, Whittingham, and Yoshino shared the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2019.  theguardian.com/
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The New York Solar Energy Society (NYSES)
a Chapter of the American Solar Energy Society (ASES)

prepares consumer knowledge handouts about energy conservation and renewable energy, and distributes Green
Energy Times, a resource publication, to the public throughout eastern New York State. NYSES analyses legislation
and state programs and visits with the staff of legislators in New York City, New York State, and Washington,
DC. NYSES is a volunteer, grassroots, membership organization serving the children, families, engineers, architects,
and teachers of New York State since 2007.
 

Our Mission: 
To encourage the understanding and use of solar energy technologies through public outreach, to be a source of sound
technical knowledge, and to provide a forum to address critical regional and state issues relating to solar energy
solutions. We address the energy usage of all segments of society by increasing awareness of the benefits of
renewables: solar, wind, biomass, geothermal ground source, tidal/wave energy, and energy efficiency.
 

For more information, please contact:

New York Solar Energy Society
5270 Sycamore Avenue, Bronx,  NY 10471
www.nyses.org
917 974 4606
 
Join and Support NYSES -- http://nyses.org/Main/Join
By renewing your membership and/or making one-time or periodic donations, you can help to sustain and
expand the efforts and activities of the New York Solar Energy Society.
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.nyses.org website NYSES Contribute online  via the 

or mail check to the address above

Thank you!
 

Please send your comments/suggestions via Contact-Us

 

The Board of Directors of the New York Solar Energy Society meets on the fourth Tuesday of odd-numbered
months via teleconference. Please contact us if you wish to attend.
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